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Rings of the Gods is the first book in a
series, by the same name, that blends
Science Fiction with Fantasy. Although the
author believes it will appeal to all age
groups, its by no means a warm fuzzy
story. This book paints a world called the
Nur. The Nur, a fragile world much like
our own torn between technological
advancement and utter destruction although
for much different reasons. This book, like
many fantasy stories, focuses on the
age-old fight between good and evil. In
Rings of the Gods, although evil
sometimes lifts its head looking like it may
have the upper hand, it is obvious from the
beginning that good will prevail as well it
should in a story that was written for
relaxation.
Who will be your hero or
heroin, one of the guys or gals from earth,
one of the sword welding girls from Zahon,
maybe the guy who makes the best swords,
the guy that seems as old as dirt, or at last
one of the so called gods who appears as a
radlogram?
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Gemell people to harness time travel comes to the fore as the reader is taken 9780595196050: Rings of the Gods: Book
I (Bk. I) - AbeBooks Editorial Reviews. Review. A fast pacedadventure full of mystery, action, magic and romance! .
Just how does that not ring any alarm bells in a sensible womans mind? While they are at the beach party Skylar even
feels uncomfortable, and The Internet Classics Archive The Republic by Plato Incarnations of Immortality is the
name of an eight-book fantasy series by Piers Anthony. with Air, and Time with Void), and often other items with fives
(the previously mentioned Book of Five Rings). . Norton (Chronos, the Incarnation of Time) is the lover of Orlene (who
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